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128 Please dont increase the parking charges. It has already put off a lot of people visiting. Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 

378 We are already seeing shops closing and not being reopened by new businesses. How much more damage Object Proposed changes to 
do vou want to do to our dieina hiah streets ... oarkina charaes 

542 The Council's plan constitutes yet another irrational and discriminatory effort to fleece the public. Several Object Proposed changes to 
points are relevant: parking charges 

1. The consultation timeframe is short and likely to exclude many from offering contributions.
2. Notwithstanding that as members of the public who have entirely and already funded the laying of the
roads, and therefore ought not to be charged further for using them or parking on them, the plan is manifestly
only aimed at raising money, likely to be spent on yet more unwarranted civil servants.
3. Nowhere in the plan does it state that it is necessary to raise money for any legitimate purpose; thus the
plan is intentionally punitive.
4. If the plan were to be applied then the Council would be charging for a service: 'ability to park near one's
home', and that would also infer that in the event that residents had to park outside of Rose Street then the
Council ought to repay residents each time they cannot use the street for which they had paid an exclusive
higher fee to use, and thus ought to have a proportionately greater right, to use.
5. Accordingly, if, as residents, we were to endorse the plan, there would need to be practical benefits for us.
However, as outlined above, in practice, charging higher parking permit fees does not increase any benefits
to residents of Rose Street, because even in the event that all relevant households were to pay higher fees
for three cars per household, then this does not alter the number of cars in the street - only the revenue
gained from the scheme.
6. Regardless, if all households in Rose Street were to own three cars each - which they are entitled to -
then there would not be sufficient spaces in the road anyway; thus the Council would be charging for a
benefit that they cannot in principle or practice deliver, and that would be fraudulent.
7. A major part of the problem with parking in Rose Street arises due to people from other roads using the
spaces.
8. It is wrong to seek to penalise individuals for being able only to afford to live in multi-shared households,
which frequently necessitates two or three vehicles per household.
9. The Council's plan has not be rationalised, is unworkable, and is legally challengeable.

569 To add parking charges to the areas proposed will further drive shoppers to out of town retail parks further Object Proposed changes to 
increasing the demise of local shopping areas. Local streets will then become the new car parks resulting in parking charges 
traffic restrictions and congestion. 

640 Dear Sir Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 

I am replying to your request for commentary on behalf of the Plaxtol Parish Council. 

ANNEX 2
CAR PARKING FEES & CHARGES

CONSULTATION RESPONSES
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We would like to see an investment into the public transportation network such as local busses, to offset
these increase costs. The higher charges make it harder for our parishioners to commute into these towns to
conduct their work or to shop, and one reason for increasing the parking charges is to reduce traffic
congestion and so make use of more public transport. However, in recent years we have seen a reduced
level of public transport through our village and therefore we would like to see a commitment from yourself
into the rural bus network so that the residents of outlying villages like ours may be able to commute into
these towns for their business and hence reduce congestion. 

Thanks and regards
Mark Julio
Councillor

690 Plenty of revenue coming in from council tax especially with all the new properties that have been built since I Object Proposed changes to
came to live here- ago, so I don't see why there is a need to increase parking charges let alone why parking charges
thev were introduce m e first place! 

691 Agree Proposed changes to
parking charges 

695 And you wonder why our high Streets are dying! Object Proposed changes to
parking charges

732 Across the Borough, TMBC is proposing taxing residents and local businesses with this ludicrous proposal. It Object Proposed changes to
will provide minimal increase in revenue but hugely inconvenience local residents who wish to use local parking charges
services; and it will deter new comers. Just in case the team that has proposed these increases (and the
diabolical proposal to introduce charges at Martin Square, Larkfield, which I also object to!) doesn't already
realise, High Streets are DIEING on their feet!! What TMBC need to do is work with KCC and the Parish
Council and Commerce, to INCREASE parking capacity in the town, increase footfall and increase -not limit!
the time people spend in the town. I use the hairdressers and enjoy getting my nails done and having lunch,
none of which you can do with any degree of certainty of parking! TMBC, KCC and the Parish Council must
URGENTLY increase parking capacity. This is EASILY done adding extra levels and ramps to existing car
parks (see Gravesend ASDA and Medway Maritime Hospital for examples where additional parking is 
provided at minimum cost, inconvenience and construction!) Use your imagination to solve these common
town centre problems and not turn to additional taxing of residents and businesses! 

459 Tonbridge High street is already suffering with lack of shops, and more shops going into administration. We Object Proposed changes to
should be encouraging people to support our high street instead of going elsewhere. Therefore I think the parking charges
parking should be decreased or even an hour free to encourage people back to the high street. With the (Ton bridge)
increasing costs I for one won't pay to park, so I don't use the towns supermarkets for big shops, I would
rather go to aldi or lidl where the parking is free. 

119 Businesses in West Malling are already struggling because of the new charges. By increasing them, you are Object Proposed changes to
only making the situation worse. parking charges
I often shop in Snodland, to quickly stop and get odd bits. If charges are increased, I would just go to a (West Malling)
supermarket instead, rather than risk running over the free period.
Tonbridae and Mallina Borouah Council is aoina the riaht wav to ruin local business and Hiah Streets.



ID Comment 

121 Ryarsh lane car park, is used to service mainly the people working within West Malling on minimum wage or 
low incomes. To raise the cost way beyond the rise of wages is ludicrous. You are only making it harder for 
the or pushing the problem out to the residential streets surrounding. 

1----��-+-c� 

122 Th address is not in your list. 

I have been parking in ryarsh car park on a daily basis for the past 20 years, and in that time I have seen a 
full car park go to hatf empty. While I am all for the introduction of parking permits to eliminate the parking 
issues, such as cars parking there to escape the train station parking fees in the past, the fee increase of 
almost 400% over recent years is ludicrous!, I dont know what business can increase their prices in that way 
in that time? .. I need 3 permits and I simply cant justify or afford £765. I feel the last increase saw the 
decrease in permits being purchased and resolved the problem of too many permits being 'held on to', so 
why a further increase? ... Furthermore, I have customers on an almost daily basis complaining they have 
been driving round for 20 min or so struggling to park, I am in no doubt, I am losing business due to 
customers not coming into the town because of the parking problems! .. To add to my frustration, I see the 
ryarsh car park half empty every morning now, could you not introduce pay and display fees to non permit 
holders in ryarsh car park? At least customers will be able to park! The high street is struggling enough in 
today climate, with the likes of bluewater where parking is never a issue and online shopping ... we need to 
make the town a welcoming place without this parking worry ... and where businesses dont have the worry of 
even hi her bills and the continued stru le to survive! 

123 Ever since parking charges have been introduced in West Malling, I have avoided using West Malling for 
significant shopping. I used to stop in the carpark on my way home and get my big food shop, buy birthday 
gifts from the smaller shops, flowers or chocolates, and maybe stop for a coffee in a cafe. Now because of 
the parking I just go on to Asda or Lunsford Tesco, because they can provide all these things with easy 
parking. 

A group of parents used to meet in West Malling for coffee fairly after dropping off their children at Offham 
school, but now we go to Spade works or Kings Hill for coffee because parking is easier - it's due to the 
charges. 

Even when people do pay to park, they are unlikely to linger, get a coffee, browse the shops because the 
time limit on their arkin ticket sto s this. 

124 I live in the village and does not need parking for myself. However what made us choose this village in the 
first place was the quality of the shops on its High Street. We love our High Street and we do everything we 
can to support it but the inhabitants of West Malling are not enough and we need people from other villages 
to come and shop here to keep our High Street alive. If we increase the parking charges again, many people 
will stop shopping in West Malling. 

December was the fifth consecutive month with no growth as high street stores suffered particularly poor 
sales, showing the steepest fall for three years. We need to do everything we can to stop this, increasing 

arkin fee is then totall illo ical. 
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Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
(YVest Malling) 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
(YVest Malling) 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
(YVest Malling) 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
(YVest Malling) 
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136 When all the shops in West Malling are empty the council will wake up. Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 

The charges, any charges are a cash tel, the high street looks a mess, the council let repairs go ahead to the 0fVest Malling) 
road surface with the wrong coloured blocks, it look a mess, even the crossing marking has nearly worn off, 
who will take the resoonsibilitv when someone aets knocked down while walkina across it. 

256 We are a local charity doing lots of good work and fundraising in West Malling. The parking fees would have Object Proposed changes to 
a detramental affect to events we run and the income we raise through these. parking charges 

(West Mallina) 
268 West Malling - Ryarsh Lane season ticket increase is ridiculous! Object Proposed changes to 

parking charges 
£175 to £255 ... 45% increase?!? 0fVest Malling) 

Will just mean people, like me, who work in the area will not be able to afford a season ticket and will just 
park in local streets instead, which will in turn upset local residents, who will then hopefully vote out whoever 
made this ridiculous decision. 

428 The Village has seen a drop in footfall since the introduction of parking charges. The proposed increase in Object Proposed changes to 
charges will not create more parking it will just give the council more money. By Increasing the charges it parking charges 
stops customers coming to the village to browse the shops. They just come if they have a reason too. 0fVest Malling) 
It would be better to try to find a new parking solution than drive the customers further away. 
Also increasing the car park charges for the Ryarsh Lane car park is only going to benefit the local council! It 
will push people out into the already congested surrounding roads. 
We need to be looking at ways to bring people to our lovely village rather than discouraging them. 

483 I oppose further increases to the car parking charges in the High Street Car Park at West Malling. As Object Proposed changes to 
anticipated when the charges were first imposed, they have had a detrimental impact on trade in the town, parking charges 
with people choosing to go elsewhere in the vicinity where they can park for free, e.g. Asda and Waitrose at 0fVest Malling) 
Kings Hill, Tesco at Lunsford Park and Morrisons at Ditton. Also, if the proposal for a new Lidl store at Ditton 
goes ahead, there will probably be free parking there for customers. 

Town and village centres locally and nationally are already struggling because of high business rates and 
competition from online shopping and increasing parking charges will only exacerbate the problem. 

I would therefore ask that you think carefully before inflicting further damage on the health and viability of 
West Malling businesses. 

485 I would like to strongly object to the proposed increases in parking charges in the West Malling High Street Object Proposed changes to 
car parks. Parking was cited as a problem and partly instrumental in the decision to move almost all Doctor's parking charges 
appointments away from West Malling to Kings Hill. Over the last year 3 shops have become vacant and 0fVest Malling) 
show no signs of being taken up by other businesses. I would imagine that any benefits from car parking 
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charges and the costs associated with maintaining the machines and collecting the money will have been 
easily offset by the reduction in Business Rate incomes from those properties. Unfortunately, West Malling is 
on the edge of the Borough so car parking charges in the Town make it a less attractive place to visit when 
there are so many free car parks within a 3 mile radius. Kings Hill Asda has free parking (for people 
shopping, eating, having a coffee or visiting the Doctor) as does Morrisons at Ditton and Tescos at Lunsford. 
West Malling cannot compete with these destinations when each visit here imposes the extra cost of any 
parking ... let alone an increase. Footfall in the Town has markedly decreased since parking charges were 
imposed and unless the Town is halted from this downward spiral other shops and businesses will follow suit 
and move elsewhere. I hope you will think long and hard as to whether your long term objective is best 
served by further decimatina trade and prosperity in West Mallina Town 

517 The council has already removed the first two hours free parking in the car park behind Tesco's. West Object Proposed changes to 
Malling now has two long frontage shops empty. Any further charges may deter shoppers with the result parking charges 
that Boots the Chemist and Tesco could find further foot fall and consider there shops uneconomic. Please (West Malling) 
do not introduce further charaes. 
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567 Hiking one of the yearly charges from £175 to £255 per annum? What, why? When inflation and wage Object Proposed changes to 
increases are effectively 0 ... what possible reason can there be for doing this other than to generate more parking charges 
funds (which I assume will fill a hole somewhere else) and to introduce private enterprise into the (West Malling) 
monetization of car parks? 

I live near and use West Malling a lot - but I walk. I only park there is it is business and I am able to claim it 
as an expense - otherwise I would choose to go somewhere else and not support my local town. This has the 
net effect that I dont pass the pubs, or flower shop (etc) as much or make an impromptu purchase that hep 
keep these businesses alive. 

IF TMBC were able to point to a need for the car parks to be 'renovated' I would still disagree ... but you 
cannot even lean on that reason as, to my knowledge, they all allow the parking of cars. 

If these funds were then ring-fenced to fix local infrastructure (aka roads with an increasing number of huge 
potholes in the area), I wouldn't support it...but it would make more sense at least, but equally that isnt being 
proposed. 

All this does is further the squeeze on local people, dissuade people from any local shopping and introduce 
private finance into another area of public life. 
Also - do you realise that money is all made up? As in, our central bank (BoE) prints money on a daily basis -
it materialises out of thin air and is underpinned by nothing - it is a Fiat currency underpinned by no material 
worth. 

All councils and relatively middle-managed places such as this achieve, by implementing more and more 
charges to the daily lives of people, is to further push people into financial difficulty and the need to work 
longer, harder and faster. 
It solves nothing and will have zero effect on the bigger issues whilst making the lives of ordinary folk 
immeasurably less liveable over the course of time. Even the 70>80p increase in West Malling ... it may not 
sound a lot. .. but a year on year increase of 14% will (and have) become normal in so many areas of public 
life. What starts now will continue and will eventually become a significant issue for many people - affecting 
the most vulnerable first. 

Please do not proceed with introducing new charges where presently there are none. 

Please, in areas where charges already exist, cap the increase to inflation or inflation +1% (MAX). 

And please, in all areas affected, consider introducing a 30/45 minute 'free' parking time - it will allow at least 
the most in need to collect prescriptions, see a doctor or run a short errand without making it a costly 
exercise. 
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674 We run a business in the High Street, West Malling and we, as owners, offer parking for our employees as Object Proposed changes to 
parking in West Malling is rapidly diminishing. We are not some big corporate company (in fact most parking charges 
business are small independent companies in the High Street) and the increase in the parking charges is and (West Malling) 
could be crippling to some companies. The rise in the charges is appalling. If you want people to visit/work 
in West Malling to continue the place to thrive - you are doing your best to ensure that does not happen -
WE OBJECT STRONGLY 

675 The system does not allow our business address which is ridiculous - KL Property Lawyers Ltd. We have 7 Object Proposed changes to 
staff and we currently pay for 3 parking permits and have been on a waiting list for a long time for a 4th. We parking charges 
are a small independent business and rely on our staff to be able to park and we pay for this each year. (West Malling) 
Such an increase in parking affects our ability to pay for such - an increase on such a level for business' that 
rely on parking is extortionate. Parking is bad enough in West Malling and if the charges increase to a level 
that is not economic for a business then staff will start using the surrounding roads which we are sure will not 
please current residents. 

676 Already frustrating to pay for using your local high street and already avoid using now when possible and Object Proposed changes to 
head to bigger supermarket sites or shopping centres with free parking. Especially when I don't have change parking charges 
available. (West Malling) 

Shame there isn't a school drop off/pick up free 20 mins to encourage parents to walk children part way to 
school at local car parks to school e.g. West Malling high street. It makes parking near the school impossible 
because everyone uses those spaces to not pay for parking in car parks. West Malling school car park near 
the cricket ground is always full from commuters and local business workers to avoid costs and puts pressure 
and danaer for the orimarv school children 

677 On behalf of The West Malling Chamber of Commerce, we are objecting to the proposed increased charges Object Proposed changes to 
to both the Business Ryarsh Lane car park plus the public car park behind Tesco. Due to a declining footfall parking charges 
and sales in West Malling since the car park charges were introduced to the public car park, we have had (West Malling) 
three long established businesses close within a 12 month period, The Cook Shop (approx. 5 years trading) 
The Fishing Tackle Shop (over 20 years trading) and Martins Newsagents (over 30 years grading) not one of 
the units has been taken up for rent, they all remain empty. As retailers we are competing with a number of 
elements, including internet shopping, large shopping centres with free parking, i.e. Bluewater. So for the 
T&MBC to increase the public parking this will further discourage shoppers from visiting WM also it will 
reduce the time they spend shopping in our small independent shops. This proposal is in complete contrast 
to Boris Johnson's pledged to 'Save the Great British High Street'. Regarding the proposed increase of 57% 
on the Ryarsh Business Car Park, this is a totally unmanageable increase for the small independent 
businesses and their staff, it will also discourage employment in the Town businesses. Sadly West Malling 
will become a ghost town if the T&MBC continue to put up barriers to visitors who want convenience and 
ease to use and support their local High Street. The Chamber of Commerce urge the T&MBC to reconsider 
on both counts. Reaards Julia Smith, Secretarv, The West Mallina Chamber of Commerce. 
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679 Parking charges are killing West Malling as clearly demonstrated by the increasing number of empty shops. Object Proposed changes to 
The charges also drive cars to park in the residential streets behind the High street. parking charges 

0fVest Malling) 
This is a shortsighted reaction to budget pressure that will cause far greater long term issues. 

681 Business has already seriously suffered as a result of parking charges in West Malling. Whilst in Tonbridge Object Proposed changes to 
Sainsbury's, Waitrose and Iceland can offer one or two hours parking refund depending on amount spent I parking charges 
understand that Tesco are not allowed to do that in West Malling , even though, as I understand it, they own 0fVest Malling) 
part of the car park!!. It should be a level playing field should it not. As far as charging in Martin Square and 
Snodland is concerned I can only ask if the council are deliberately trying to ruin local businesses ! 

My wife and I are retired and have never had any connection with any business in the areas mentioned. 

Let's hope that the council listens to the people and the local politians that oppose these plans before even 
more local businesses cease trading. 

683 Councils are treating motorists as a cash cow. I have always used my local high street, but now enough is Object Proposed changes to 
enough. There are shopping centres with free parking close enough for residents to use as an alternative, parking charges 
Bluewater and Hempstead Valley spring to mind. 0fVest Malling) 

Local shops are struggling to survive and councils seem determined to kill them off. 
The rise in the Ryarsh lane car Park will punish the very workers who are struggling to survive in this toxic 
retail environment. 
The council should be encouraging people to use the local high street not punishing both visitors and workers 
alike. 
What will the council do when the golden goose is finally dead?! 

684 I see this change as likely to be detrimental to the shops and businesses in West Malling, several of which Object Proposed changes to 
have already closed. I already avoid the car park behind Tesco whenever possible. parking charges 

0fVest Malling) 

685 Having worked in West Malling for over 30 years I have parked in Ryarsh Lane Car park and as such have Object Proposed changes to 
paid the parking fees since their inception. It has gone from £75.00 to a proposed £255.00 per year which I parking charges 
find ridiculous. If I remember correctly these increases have occurred over three years but I could be 0fVest Malling) 
mistaken. As I am sure that you are aware, businesses in West Malling are already struggling and many 
have closed down in recent months. I feel that to add further cost to them by upward spiraling parking costs 
is just yet another nail in the coffin of West Malling. 
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687 The business car park doesn't guarantee a space after 8.30 sadly. This can cause problems when I have a Object Proposed changes to 
client service timed list to work to. I would like to get another parking permit for a staff member as they parking charges 
experience verbal and threatening abuse from local residence and at the new charge could not afford 2 0fVest Malling) 
spaces as we are only a small business. 

689 The council should consider adopting a policy of 'no charge' for the first 30 minutes in all of its car parks. This Object Proposed changes to 
would promote a higher turnover/availability rate and encourage a good proportion of people to consolidate parking charges 
their shopping needs and free up their parking space sooner, especially if they are needing only a few items 0fVest Malling) 
of shopping or to quickly visit a bank, post office, etc. I believe this will be welcomed by residents, particularly 
at smaller shopping venues such as West Malling and Martin Square. 

In West Malling, such a policy could greatly increase turnover for the shops if it was applied to the parking 
spaces in the High Street where the current limit is one hour. 

692 When most of the shops in West Malling will be closed because of any new car parking charges made, Object Proposed changes to 
Tonbridge & Malling Council will be pleased. parking charges 
I totally object to any increase in the charges, as a local resident I have seen the shops come & go over the 0fVest Malling) 
last 54 years, the car parking charge will certainly kill off more of the smaller businesses . People will not stop 
when they know that money/ card has to be found to stop for a few hours. It's just a cashtel for the council, I 
would not mind but our roads are a total disgrace, even when the high street is dug up, they replace the 
blocks in a different colour, the Romans must be laughing at our appalling look of our roads, I will not mention 
the Pot Holes, that's another story. 

694 Please don't increase car parking charges in West Malling. People are choosing not to shop there because Object Proposed changes to 
of the charges and several shops have closed down. We want to maintain a vibrant community but this will parking charges 
not happen without shops. 0fVest Malling) 

697 I object to the proposal to increase the annual parking charges at the Ryarsh Lane Car park in West Malling. Object Proposed changes to 
I understand that this car park is used primarily by businesses in the high street. We already have a number parking charges 
of empty shops in the high street and the number is increasing. Anything which increases costs for business 0fVest Malling) 
in the high street will decrease the chances of empty units being filled and make things more difficult for 
those already operating there. It would make more sense to decrease the charge for annual passes in this 
car park to encourage business into the area. 
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701 The parking charges have had a significant impact on trade in West Malling already. £3.20 for 4 hours is far Object Proposed changes to 
too much, considering the small variety of shops we have in comparison to bigger towns like Sevenoaks or parking charges 
Maidstone. If people want to come to shop and then stay for lunch, they were far more likely to do this when 0fVest Malling) 
the car park was free. Putting the price up is simply not good for our village. I have never put one penny in 
the machines. If I need to drive to the centre for shopping, I will only use on street parking. If I cannot find a 
space, I go elsewhere. I refuse to put money in the machines, because I totally disagree with the charges. I 
know I am not alone in this. And people who are not local do not come to shop with us as much because of 
the charges. Please do not increase the charges again. 

703 As a small business owner we object grossly to the increased charges at both the car park in West Malling Object Proposed changes to 
for our customers and the Ryarsh Lane Business Permit car park. This will have a detrimental effect on our parking charges 
business, our staff and our customers. We implore you to reconsider and help support our dying high street 0fVest Malling) 
rather then infringe extra charges, otherwise out business will die. We are a mains post office and offer a 
public service, a lifeline to our local and rural community, please do not kill it. 

704 As a small business owner we object grossly to the increased charges at both the car park in West Malling Object Proposed changes to 
for our customers and the Ryarsh Lane Business Permit car park. This will have a detrimental effect on our parking charges 
business, our staff and our customers. We implore you to reconsider and help support our dying high street 0fVest Malling) 
rather then infringe extra charges, otherwise out business will die. We are a mains post office and offer a 
public service, a lifeline to our local and rural community, please do not kill it. 

711 We own two shops in the High Street, we inherited four parking permits at Ryarsh Lane car park and have Object Proposed changes to 
over the years reduced that to one, what justification is there for an £80 uplift to the annual parking charge? parking charges 

0fVest Malling) 
In real terms, I have Calculated that I have to make an additional seven sales per week at a time when fewer 
people are coming to the high street, not more. With the increased parking charges across the town, is this a 
realistic proposition? No. When charges were first introduced there was a considerable downturn in sales 
which have not to date picked up. 

You are closer to government and are therefore fully aware of the pressures for anyone in retail, are aware of 
the falling sales in every high street across the country, are fully aware of the amount of empty premises in 
our own high street of West Malling and surely must be aware that there will be more closures to come. As 
our elected representatives, I would expect you to do everything in your power to protect our interests rather 
than undermine them. 
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712 We need to support local business in West Malling High Street. We get some fantastic shops opening only Object Proposed changes to 
to close as business fails due to lack of customers. Its nearly impossible to park there at the moment and the parking charges 
charges just make it even more problematic and difficult. Its just easier to go to Blue Water where parking is 0fVest Malling) 
free. We have some vacant shops in West Malling at the moment - making customer parking easier and free 
would help enormously in filling these spaces and thus bringing more custom into the Town. It needs variety 
so that people don't just come for one thing but come for several things to make it worth while 

714 I object to the permit increases. I object to the hourly rate increases, unless a contactless facility is added to Object Proposed changes to 
all parking machines. parking charges 

0fVest Malling) 
We do not want to use park mobile. Park mobile's service is awful. I'd rather not use west malling car park, 
and use businesses in Maidstone instead. 

722 Current parking fees,(to which I objected when it commenced) have seriously impacted West Malling Object Proposed changes to 
businesses. parking charges 
In other boroughs an hours free parking is often found and seems to work well. TMBC should actively study 0fVest Malling) 
this approach. 
Increasing the charges will exacerbate the problem. 

724 We regularly use West Malling for shopping but due to proposed increased car parking charges will now be Object Proposed changes to 
using other close locations where car parking is free. parking charges 

(West Mallina) 
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729 West Malling is a historic Georgian High Street which attracts local shoppers, ramblers, Kent folk from Object Proposed changes to 
surrounding and outer lying areas as well a few tourists. The High Street has always had a good mix of parking charges 
independent shops, service providers, estate agents pubs and restaurants. 0fVest Malling) 
Since the parking charges have been implemented there have been some notable closures of independent 
traders as well as locals either reducing the time of their visits or finding alternatives. A further increase will 
not help this situation and could substantially change the character of this beautiful place. 
Alternatively, if the Council continue with this plan, which we all know they will. Perhaps they may like to 
consider the way they collect the charge. At the moment, the charge is collected on arrival which means you 
have to calculate how long you will be in the village. Many times I have had an appointment of some kind 
with the intention of shopping in the village afterwards but for various reasons the appointment has run late or 
been much longer than expected and I have had to make alternative shopping plans. This means valuable 
trade has been lost and I am only one person. Also, if you meet up with friends during the day at a pub or 
restaurant again their service speed can depend on whether you all have a mini shopping trip with your 
friends afterwards. How many people are doing this everyday? If you could pay once you had finished off 
your trip how you want to, our dear beloved Council would receive more income as well as our local traders. 

731 Once car parking charges are introduced the inevitable happens , as we see now. These charges are Object Proposed changes to 
increased to provide a cash cow for the local councils. If on my short shopping trips to West Malling I can not parking charges 
find a free space in the high street I carry on driving and shop elsewhere. It is the local traders who will lose 0fVest Malling) 
out. I refuse to pay for something that used to be free. 

733 I work for a small business within West Malling and currently have a annual parking permit for The Ryarsh Object Proposed changes to 
Lane Carpark. Employees rely on the permit to be able to park for the whole day whilst at work. As a small parking charges 
business this increase (of over 45%),per permit, will impact greatly on whether they can now afford to 0fVest Malling) 
provide permits to employees. If they decide they cannot and employees themselves cannot afford this, this 
will inevitably mean employees will have to park in other areas of West Malling (i.e non permit residential 
areas). This then creates issues within the residential parking areas, but quite frankly employees of any 
small business within the area will have no other choice. 

735 It is discouraging to business and to visitors, potentially leading to more decline in West Malling (and Object Proposed changes to 
elsewhere), whilst encouraging people to use parking free alternatives. Please do not do this. parking charges 

0fVest Malling) 

744 The price increase to the business car park is ridiculous. I work for a small company in the High Street in Object Proposed changes to 
West Malling and we have 3 permits. The increase will be a high cost to my company and as an employee parking charges 
may have to look for alternative parking with the increase which in very hard to find in this town anyway for a 0fVest Malling) 
whole day. 
People have to work within the town to generate business which is already decreasing with the number of 
empty shops and will only decrease further with high parking charges. 



ID Comment 

7 46 The new proposed business car park on the A20 is too far from our business, we have to transport delicate 
cakes to the Tea Room, we could not walk them from there. 

We are on the waiting list for the Ryarsh Lane business car park, the £80 increase in the annual charge 
would prevent us from parking there, it is a 45.7% increase. We could not as a very small business sustain 
that. 

The increase in car parking charges behind Tesco, that will serve to kill the high street even more than it is. 
With high streets stuggling generally, and 4 shops having closed in the past year, surely businesses need 
more help attracting customers. All these proposals can only serve to harm the current businesses who are 
struggling to keep going. 

751 n my opinion, c argIng any amount for parking at West Malling high street will help kill the high street. There 
are already a number of shop premises that remain empty. These small shops rely on footfall to exist. 
Increasing the charges only adds salt to the wound. People will continue to go to out of town shops where the 
arkin is free. 

755 The parking charges that were introduced in West Malling have certainly reduced the number of times I visit 
West Malling especially if I only want to do one or two quick jobs like drop something off at the dry cleaners 
or pop into Boots or the bank or post office. I do not object to paying for a longer stay but the first half hour 
should be free like the car park in Otford. This would encourage me and others to return to West Malling for 
these quick stops - instead I go up to Kings Hill and use the shops in the commercial centre there where 
parking is accessible and free 

762 As the largest business in West Malling high street we employ just under 100 staff and the business is 
growing by the day. The majority of our staff travel by car to work as well as client meetings and the need for 
a parking space is vital. When we have staff that leave, this reduces the number of permits. We have a car 
park at the back of the business premises which accommodates 37 spaces for our staff which as you can 
see is nowhere near enough for the amount of staff that are employed. Currently we have 23 employees on 
the waiting list for Ryarsh car park as well as a handful of employees who walk to work. This also causes us 
problems when employing potential new staff as we cannot guarantee them a parking space or off street 
parking. We currently have 19 parking permits which will reduce to 11 by the end of June 2020. 

With regards to the proposed annual season car parking charge from £175 to £255 we feel that an increase 
of 68% is not warranted and unjustified. With Ryarsh Lane being the only the long stay business car park in 
West Malling this is the preferred car park for our employees. 

Due to the parking restrictions enforced by the council this could have a negative effect when our lease is 
due for renewal. 
We would welcome your feedback. 

Agree I Pertaining to 

Object 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
0fVest Malling) 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
0fVest Malling) 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
0fVest Malling) 

Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
0fVest Malling) 



ID Comment Agree I Pertaining to 

Object 

766 I wish to strongly object to the increase in parking charges in West Malling. This rise will be just another nail Object Proposed changes to
in the coffin of small business. There are currently at least 2 shops empty and the increase in charges will parking charges 
discourage more people from visiting the town. The council should be looking to do all it can to encourage 0fVest Malling) 
people to visit rather than making it more expensive. 

769 Regardless of the fact that I have spent some time trying, but failing, to unearth the Council's reasons Object Proposed changes to
through the labyrinthine paper trail, I am quite clear in submitting this objection to the proposed increase in parking charges 
charges. 0fVest Malling) 

My wife and I moved to West Malling!IIII ago with a view to down sizing our accommodation in
advancing years. At that time, parking m es Malling was free, but charges were introduced soon after our
arrival. Given the opportunity, as pensioners, we would have objected then to that imposition and we 
certainly wish to do so now. 

815 These comments are intended for the parking consultation relating to West Malling. Object Proposed changes to
parking charges 

Would it be possible to give the first hour free in the Tesco Car Park in the same way that you can park for 0fVest Malling) 
free in the High Street for one hour. Someone who lives outside the town centre who wants to pop into the
village to buy a few items and only stay for a very short period has to pay 40p. If they do this daily it puts an
extra £2.40 on their shopping bill. This does not encourage people to shop in the town but instead go to 
Kings Hill where they can park completely free. 

The system whereby the number plate has to be on the ticket also takes a huge amount of time, especially
when one of the ticket machines is out of order which often happens. 
In many places cardboard time 'clocks' are used; a time is set on the clock so a parking attendant can see if
the free parking period has been exceeded, this could be introduced on the high St where the 1 hour limit is
abused. 
It is hard to understand why parking is charged during the day and not of an evening. It seems that the
shops pay while pubs and restaurants get mostly free parking. Surely the Council should encourage trade for
both. 

The number of empty shops does nothing for the town.

The council has to raise money where they can, but encouraging traders to the town is important for the long
term prosperity of the community. 
Could we replace the current ticket machines with those you see in other car parks where you collect a token
or ticket on entry and pay to leave the car park. No lengthy system to register the number plate, no entry to 
the car park unless a space is available so avoiding queues. 

This might allow people to stay longer than 4 hours but short stays could be encouraged by making long
stays very expensive and re-entry avoided by the number plate recognition cameras. 



ID Comment Agree I Pertaining to 

Object 

816 I live in West Malling, walking distance to the High Street so do not need to use the car park that often, but Object Proposed changes to 
still object to the increases as I have seen a drop in the use of the High Street Car park since charges were parking charges 
introduced. Also more cars stop where they should not if they are only going to be a short while or dropping 0fVest Malling) 
or picking someone up. So even the rise in the 1/2 hour stay is not good. The business car park has also 
been used less since the last increase and people use the zoned areas instead leaving less spaces for 
people like us who buy the yearly permit as the lane we live in is single file so if it is going to be blocked 
during the day and we need the car we have to park on the road in advance. The Council needs to keep 
small towns and businesses alive, keep a comunity not drive it out and leave empty shops. 

771 I live in East Malling and work from home. I regularly do errands during my lunch break and might visit Object Proposed changes to 
several places with the proposed parking charges during my short lunch break. Just this Thursday I visited parking charges 
Aylesford and St Martins Sq. Not only would this have meant a 40p charge (2x20p) but a great deal of time 0fVest Malling, Martin 
wasted. For this reason I never visit central West Malling, even though it is under 1 mile from my house, Square car park, 
because I have to waste time walking to the machine and back and completing all that registration number Aylesford car parks) 
etc. 

I really like supporting the local independent shops but will not continue to do so if I am wasting time buying 
tickets. 

I also have to collect a repeat prescription from the chemist in St Martins Sq every month. Charging to park 
to collect a prescription is effectively a tax to use an essential service. The same applies to using the 
Thornhills Medical Practice. Please reconsider your proposal and even scrap the parking charges in West 
Mallina. 

817 Object Proposed changes to 
parking charges 
0fVest Malling, Ryarsh 
Lane), Martin Square 
car park, concessions 
within car parks, 
enforcement and 
resident permit 
parking 

I wish to object to the proposed increase in car parking charges in West Malling. 
High Street Car Park 
I quote from your consultation document: 
"1.17. Existing Free to Use Car Parks 
1.17.2 The introduction of car parking charges in West Malling generated significant public and media interest, with concerns expressed 
by residents and shop owners over the potential impact on the economic viability of the town, and the possibility of cars parking in 
residential streets nearby rather than paying to park. 
These concerns have not materialised ... " 
That is not true - the introduction of charges led to an immediate reduction in revenue for shopkeepers, and the Cook Shop, Country 
Sports Shop, Baldocks and the Newsagents are all now empty, as are a number of shops in the Abbey Arcade. There has been an 
obvious increase in the number of cars parked on residential streets, to the extent that I can no longer access my driveway from the 
West Malling Town direction because of an increase in cars parked opposite. 

It is also the case that the revenue obtained from the High Street car park (roughly £160,000}, together with the present level of revenue 
from Ryarsh Lane permits (£26,250) greatly exceed the £80,000 cost of maintaining both the High Street and Ryarsh Lane car parks. 
I urge the Borough Council to allow free car parking for the first one or two hours - this would encourage more visitors to the town and a 
greater throughput in the car park, yet still provide sufficient revenue for the Borough Council to cover their costs. 

Ryarsh Lane car park 
The proposed annual increase from £175 to £255 represents a 45.7% increase. The quoted justification of the comparison with the 
charges at the railway station are fallacious - commuters to London enjoy London wages which, even with the cost of season tickets, far 
outweigh the earning power of those workers in West Malling who use the Ryarsh Lane car park. 



ID Comment Agree I Pertaining to 

Object 

These proposals - for the High Street and Ryarsh Lane car parks - will again further threaten the viability of the town, which will, in tum, 
reduce the amount of money which the Borough receives in Business Rates and hence be counterproductive. 

Diabetic Eye Screening 
Special measures are proposed in Paragraph 1.20 for waiving charges for use of blood transfusion and breast screening vehicles. I 
shall be grateful if similar consideration could be given to the voluntary diabetic eye clinic screening van which has hitherto attended the 
car park at West Malling surgery a few times each year. The sale of the West Malling surgery premises means that this will not be poss 
ble in future, with the van having to park at Kings Hill unless alternative arrangements can be made locally. The screening service 
states that patients must not drive to or from their appointments as their vision is affected by the screening, which will therefore 
adversely affect West Malling patients who can currently walk to the screening van. An alternative location in the a Tesco car park 
would solve this problem. 

Enforcement 
A problem with the present system is the low level of enforcement since there are only 11 full time traffic wardens across the whole 
Borough. If additional car parks have Charges, the need for enforcement will be even greater. Nowhere does the report say that 
additional traffic wardens will be appointed, although the need for this is mentioned in paragraph 1.2.2. 

Permits for residents' parking 
I understand that all renewals for permits within residents' parking schemes must now be done online. I would have thought that this 
change should have been incorporated into this Consultation. It will adversely affect the many people, especially the elder1y, who do not 
have the Internet and are not familiar with using it. 



ID Comment Agree I Pertaining to 

Object 

490 Please be aware that I do support parking fees as I get very frustrated particularly in West Malling High Agree 
Street that I can never park and this prevents me from visiting my local village. 

I feel by charging it will stop people using the car park for alternative reasons e.g. commuting. 

However, the first hour or at least half hour should be free of charge. 

And charges imposed thereafter should be of a fair price raising more substantially if you stay longer than 4-5 
hours. 

If car park charges are imposed to high this will impact on the local businesses that are already struggling. 

Please note that I visited West Malling Car park in the last week and both the car parking payment machines 
were out of order. I was able to call up and pay and then downloaded the app. BUT, I could see older 
people getting in a state and they may not be in a position to do as I did. Out of order payment machines 
may stop potential customers supporting our local shop keepers, so this is a matter which needs addressing 
too. 

Also I am not sure where the shop keepers and their staff park ? Permits or arrangements for their parking 
must be considered too. 

Proposed charges to 
parking charges 
(West Malling)




